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            Abstract
Most candidate drugs currently fail later-stage clinical trials, largely due to poor prediction of efficacy on early target selection1. Drug targets with genetic support are more likely to be therapeutically valid2,3, but the translational use of genome-scale data such as from genome-wide association studies for drug target discovery in complex diseases remains challenging4,5,6. Here, we show that integration of functional genomic and immune-related annotations, together with knowledge of network connectivity, maximizes the informativeness of genetics for target validation, defining the target prioritization landscape for 30 immune traits at the gene and pathway level. We demonstrate how our genetics-led drug target prioritization approach (the priority index) successfully identifies current therapeutics, predicts activity in high-throughput cellular screens (including L1000, CRISPR, mutagenesis and patient-derived cell assays), enables prioritization of under-explored targets and allows for determination of target-level trait relationships. The priority index is an open-access, scalable system accelerating early-stage drug target selection for immune-mediated disease.
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                    Fig. 1: Overview of Pi applied to rheumatoid arthritis.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Validating Pi target prioritization for rheumatoid arthritis.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Cross-trait application of Pi informing utility of approach and predictors.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Landscape of prioritized target genes across immune traits.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Landscape of prioritized target pathways across immune traits.[image: ]


Fig. 6: Multitrait comparisons.[image: ]
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              The data that support the findings of this study are available within the paper and its Supplementary Information files. The Pi relational database has been deposited into figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6972746) and is also available from the Pi web server (http://pi.well.ox.ac.uk).
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Pilot analysis supporting principles used by Pi.
a, Schematic illustration of scoring for nearby genes (nGene) from GWAS summary data accounting for linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure and genomic organization. Considering genomic proximity, that is, a distance window for GWAS SNPs taking account of LD structure, and also considering genomic organization, that is, nearby genes and SNPs constrained to the same topologically associated domain (TAD). b, Simultaneous optimization of parameters regarding genomic influential range (distance and decay for nearby gene scoring) and network influential range (the restarting probability controlling the degree of network connectivity being exploited by random walk with restart), in terms of performance measured by area under the curve (AUC) separating gold standard positives (clinical proof-of-concept immune drug targets) and gold standard negatives (simulated genes unlikely to be drug targets). Clinical proof-of-concept immune drug targets are sourced from the ChEMBL database, defined as a collection of target genes of drugs with phase 2 concluded, moving into phase 3 and above in Pi immune traits. c, Enrichment analysis of approved immune drug targets (left), phase 3 and above immune drug targets (middle), and clinical proof-of-concept immune targets (right) in terms of chromatin conformation genes (cGene) by physical interaction and eQTL genes (eGene) by expression. Enrichment analysis is based on one-sided Fisher’s exact test, with the vertical line in grey indicating the false discovery rate (FDR) threshold at 0.05. d, The cGene scored considering the empirical cumulative distribution function (eCDF) of the significance/strength level linking an SNP to a gene. e, The methodological overview of incorporating colocalization analysis at the GWAS-eQTL integration step in the Pi pipeline, and how to estimate directionality and magnitude of effect.


Supplementary Figure 2 Network analysis supporting principles used by Pi.
a, Enrichment analysis of immune drug targets (of different phases) in terms of GWAS reported genes (left) and GWAS genes plus their interacting neighbors (right). Inserted below is per-trait enrichment analysis focusing on clinical proof-of-concept immune drug targets. Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) used to calculate odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI; represented by lines). GWAS reported genes are sourced from GWAS Catalog (P < 5 × 10−8), and interaction neighbors of GWAS genes are sourced from the STRING database, defined as interactions with high confidence score. b, Schematic overview showing an approach for identifying pathway crosstalk and assessing the significance level.


Supplementary Figure 3 Illustration of data and links for prioritization, evidence, druggability and effect output in rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
a, The front page with a navigation tab listing main features and an interface “Pi Reveal” searching for traits and targets. b, The trait-specific page for prioritized target genes. c, A tabular display of the top 5 genes in target pathway crosstalk together with an overview of evidence, druggability and effect. d, Illustration of data and links for one prioritized gene, CD40, showing evidence used in Pi for this gene and thus accelerating decision-making on target selection. This includes but is not limited to: (i) target priority info, linked to details on genomic predictors (for example, cell types/states in which eQTLs and eGenes are identified together with magnitude and directionality of effect), annotation predictors and interaction/network plot; and (ii) target druggable info, where available, including DGIdb druggable gene categories and PDB druggable pockets (linked to details and 3D View of the PDB protein structure embedded with druggable pockets shown in blue).


Supplementary Figure 4 Diagram of schema used in the Pi relational database.
Available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6972746, together with schema documentation giving instructions on how to install and use the database. In particular the table “pi_priority” provides trait-specific target priority information together with an overview of associated information. The linked tables provide details on data used for predictor preparation, current therapeutic drugs with phase of development, and different measurements on druggability.


Supplementary Figure 5 Further information regarding target prioritizations and validation for rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
a, Enrichment analysis of Pi top 1% prioritized target genes for RA, in terms of targets of approved drugs in RA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) or 28 other immune traits. Fisher’s exact test (one-sided) used. b, Gold standard positives (GSPs) were defined from approved drug targets; genes unlikely to be drug targets (gold standard negatives, GSNs) were defined from the gene druggable space in which GSPs and their direct interaction neighbors had been removed. c, Benchmarking Pi, comparing performance of a naïve method (how often a gene is targeted by drugs), and two other genetics-based methods to separate approved drug targets (GSPs) from GSNs. d, Comparing performance of Pi versus Mendelian disease genetics plus network neighbors (identified via random walk). e, TSEA of Pi prioritized target genes for RA, in terms of disease-specific gene expression signatures in RA (compared to unaffected controls). Normalized enrichment score (NES) indicates likelihood of Pi prioritized target genes to be modulated in disease (over- or under-expressed). Disease-specific gene expression signatures are sourced from CREEDS, with cell types or tissues of origin and the primary data source (GSE accession number) indicated. f, Venn diagram illustrating the enrichment of genes with druggable pockets in RA novel targets (defined as top 1% prioritized but excluding targets of current therapeutics in RA). The significance level (P), odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) calculated according to Fisher’s exact test (one-sided). g, Identification of drug perturbation gene signatures enriched in RA novel targets. The significance level (FDR) calculated according to Fisher’s exact test (one-sided). Novel RA targets in these enriched signatures shown on the left, with targets ordered according to Pi rating. PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia. h, Novel RA targets identified by Pi that are targets of approved drugs in other disease indications, indicating potential repurposing opportunities.


Supplementary Figure 6 Analysis of Pi rating for drugs and target genes using L1000 data and disease-specific gene signatures in RA.
a, Schematic overview showing approach to validate Pi rating at the drug and target level. b, Correlation of Pi ratings with disease-relevant activity of a compound (transcriptional similarity between an RA disease gene expression signature and the compound transcriptional profile in PBMCs quantified using Zhang’s connection score), shown at the drug (left) and target (right) level. Spearman rank correlation calculated, with the significance level estimated empirically (randomly sampling 20,000 times). Sensitivity (estimated by removing different percentages of drugs, repeated 100 times) and specificity (estimated by calculating the correlations based on Pi rating in 29 other immune traits listed in Fig. 3a) shown below. Error bars represent standard deviation with the mean centered. c, L1000 data identifying compounds targeting novel targets in RA. Zhang’s connection score quantifies the disease-relevant expression activity of a compound as the transcriptional similarity between the RA disease gene expression signature and the compound transcriptional profile in PBMCs. The significance level (P = 5%) for the connection score estimated by randomized test using the methodology.


Supplementary Figure 7 Pi predictors, network effect, and negative control.
a, Performance comparisons for individual predictors across traits (within Pi and direct use). Measured by area under the curve (AUC) separating gold standard positives (GSPs) and gold standard negatives (stimulated). Analysing using GSPs based on either targets of phase 2 and above (left), targets of drugs at phase 3 and above (middle) or approved drug targets (right). Direct use of immune annotations without knowledge of genomic seed genes is much less predictive of drug targets. Notably, such analysis restricted to traits with >10 targets, that is, 16 traits based on targets of phase 2 and above (left), 11 traits based on phase 3 and above (middle), and 5 traits based on approved drug targets (right). b, Optimizing components of Pi predictors. Comparing individual predictors (x-axis) constructed using both seed genes and non-seed genes (left) and using only seed genes (without incorporating network connectivity, right). GSPs are based on target genes of drugs at phase 2 and above. c, Scatter plot showing relationship between network degree and priority rank (all 30 traits with a total of n = 1,200 dots). Correlation based on Spearman’s rank test (two-sided). d, Negative control for enrichment of immune drug targets. Left: schematic illustration of use of Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO) tree to select immune mediated GWAS disease traits and non-immune GWAS disease traits. Right: target set enrichment analysis (TSEA) for approved immune drug targets in the Pi prioritized gene list taking as inputs GWAS SNPs from immune mediated diseases (in blue) or from exclusively non-immune mediated diseases (in yellow), with sensitivity assessed by removing different percentages of GWAS SNPs. The horizontal line in grey indicates the Bonferroni-adjusted P-value threshold at 0.05.


Supplementary Figure 8 Machine learning and predictor informativeness.
a, Performance comparisons between machine learning algorithms. Area under the curve (AUC) shown with 95% confidence intervals based on 10-repeated 3-fold cross validation per algorithm with optimized tuning parameters. Per fold, two thirds of GSPs and GSNs used for training, one third for performance evaluation. GSPs are based on target genes of drugs at phase 2 and above (that is, clinical proof-of-concept targets). Using random forest consistently outperforms or is competitive to the top performer of other algorithms (followed by state-of-the-art boosting algorithms, classical ones, and generalized linear algorithms). b, Relative importance of predictors. Measured by decrease in accuracy (disabling that predictor) scaled relative to maximum decrease, estimated by random forest. Annotation predictors with knowledge of genomic seed genes are in general more informative than genomic predictors based on actual ‘usage’ of predictors by random forest; this is consistent with performance directly measured for individual predictors (Fig. 3b).


Supplementary Figure 9 Target set enrichment analysis for immune traits.
Such analysis restricted to 11 traits with >10 phase 3 and above targets (left), and to 5 traits with > 10 approved drug targets (right). Bar plot shows the proportion of such targets at “leading edge” of prioritized rankings. Coverage (total number within the leading edge / total number of targets for that trait) indicated, together with FDR.


Supplementary Figure 10 Sensitivity of enrichments for immune drug targets to immune-related annotation predictors.
Scatter plot shows target set enrichment analysis results including normalized enrichment score (NES), coverage and FDR (the horizontal line in blue indicating the FDR threshold at 0.01) for the prioritized gene list after removing one or more annotation predictors.


Supplementary Figure 11 Cluster analysis of top 1% prioritized genes across 16 immune traits.
a, A supra-hexagonal map labeled with the built-in index and the number of target genes per hexagon. Six target clusters were identified using the region-growing partition of the trained map. This partition allows for topology-preserving identification of target clusters, each of which is continuous over the map. b, Schematic flowchart illustrating multilayer data comparison. Target-trait matrix containing Pi rating is used as input data for training the map, while druggable pocket data (a binary vector) is used as additional data for overlaying onto the trained map. The resulting druggable map indicates the probability of each hexagon containing druggable genes, with the percentage (%) of druggable genes for each cluster shown (pie chart).


Supplementary Figure 12 Target cluster enrichment analysis.
a, Forest plot of approved drug targets (grouped by drug indication terms) enriched in cluster C6. The significance level (FDR), odds ratio and 95% CI calculated according to Fisher’s exact test (one-sided). Also illustrated gene lists for each enriched drug indication term. Right: illustration of approved drug targets for immune system diseases found in the cluster, together with diseases and drugs. b, Forest plot of KEGG pathways enriched in target clusters. Lines represent 95% CI (one-sided Fisher’s exact test).


Supplementary Figure 13 Heatmap illustrating prioritized pathways for 12 traits.
Based on KEGG pathway map: immune system pathways (left) and signal transduction pathways (right).


Supplementary Figure 14 Target validation for systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
a, Illustration of protein targets (y-axis) targeted by chemical probes (x-axis). Probes are ordered by the number of targets it has. Multiple targets per probe are colour-coded by probe-to-target affinity measured by IC50. b, Epigenetic probe assays tested using cytokine stimulated PBMCs from SLE patients (n = 5 recruited patients on a random basis without a risk for a self-selection bias). c, Physical interaction of the region harboring SLE-associated SNP rs558702 with EHMT2 in Macrophages M0 (promoter capture Hi-C score = 13.99), M1 (13.28) and M2 (10.58). d, Interaction plot for EHMT2 illustrating the top prioritized neighbors of this gene in SLE.


Supplementary Figure 15 Further analysis for 50 crosstalk network genes.
a, Individual pathways significantly enriched in the crosstalk. The significance level (FDR), odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) calculated according to Fisher’s exact test (one-sided), using all multitrait rated genes as the test background. b, Venn diagram illustrating the enrichment of mouse immune-mediated disease phenotypes, using all multitrait rated genes as the test background. Calculated using one-sided Fisher’s exact test. Genes annotated to mouse immune-mediate disease phenotypes sourced from the Monarch Initiative. c, Identification of drug perturbation gene signatures enriched in crosstalk network genes. The significance level (FDR) calculated according to Fisher’s exact test (one-sided). Crosstalk network genes in these enriched signatures shown on the left. PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia. d, Heatmap illustrating the potential nodal points/genes and their PDB known protein structures with predicted druggable pockets. Color-coded by the number of druggable pockets found in the structure. e, Multitrait rating versus novelty score, with 41 highly rated but under-explored genes highlighted in box. Also labeled are genes involved in interferon and IL2/6/20 family signaling pathways. f, Illustration of immune system pathways enriched per trait. Trait-specific enrichment based on under-explored genes (identified in e) also rated in top 1% for that specific trait, calculated using one-sided Fisher’s exact test. See Fig. 5a for the layout and coloring.
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